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1: Jordan Peterson Pushes Dangerous Myths About Climate Change - Slog - The Stranger
Dr. Jordan B. Peterson's 10 Step Guide to Clearer Thinking Through Essay Writing T he other day I came across an
innocuously titled Word document Dr. Jordan B. Peterson crafted to help his.

Students are left to either find their way by intuition or flounder. For Peterson, writing is not just a matter of
fulfilling an assignment; it is a skill with deeply existential consequences. In his view, learning to write is the
same as learning to think: Thinking makes you win the battles you undertake If you can think and speak and
write you are absolutely deadly! This does NOT take the place of reading and using the actual document for
yourself. But as it is fairly long, I want to give a useful summary, so you can get a sense of what it is about and
can decide whether or not it will be helpful to you. Peterson calls them "levels of resolution. You can view the
place at the level of the city, you can zoom in and view a neighborhood, you can zoom in more and see a set of
streets, and you can zoom in even more and see specific houses. The levels of resolution in the crafting of an
essay, from smallest to largest, are: The choice of words The arrangement of sentences in a paragraph The
arrangement of paragraphs in a logical progression, beginning to end The essay as a whole A good essay
works at every one of those levels simultaneously. Each word should be precisely chosen to fit your meaning.
The words should be composed in the proper order in your sentences, expressing a thought. The sentences in
the proper sequence should express the idea of your paragraph. The paragraphs should be arranged so there is
a logical progression of your argument. And the essay as a whole should be interesting, important, and a
strong defense of your thesis. The template will help you achieve this with steps that craft and shape the essay
at all the levels of resolution. If you are unsure of what topic to choose, you can start with constructing a
relevant reading list of books and articles. Reading may lead you to your topic question. Are all cultures
equally worthy of respect? How should a man and a woman treat each other in a relationship? What, if
anything, makes a person good? How did Newton and Einstein differ in their conceptualization of time? Was
the recent Iraq war just or unjust? Make a reading list Your reading list will consist of books and articles that
you will use in your research of the topic question. Or if you have a text you know you want to use, take note
of who that author refers to. This can lead to a web of other sources. Assume you need books or articles per 1,
words of essay, unless instructed otherwise. Take Notes While you are reading the items on your reading list,
take note of anything that catches your attention. Read a bit, then write down what you have learned or any
questions that arise. Take about 2 to 3 times as many notes by word as you will need for your essay. To write
about something intelligently you must know more than what you eventually will communicate. Make an
Outline The outline is the skeleton of the essay and provides its fundamental form. It structures the argument.
An essay that is 1, words requires a 10 sentence outline. Beyond that, it becomes more difficult to keep track
of the entirety of your argument. Instead make sub-outlines for primary outline sentences if you need to. Here
is a sample outline Peterson provides: Who was Abraham Lincoln? Why is Abraham Lincoln worthy of
remembrance? What were the crucial events of his childhood? How did he enter politics? What were his major
challenges? What were the primary political and economic issues of his time? Who were his enemies? How
did he deal with them? What were his major accomplishments? How did he die? Here is another one with
sub-outlines for a longer, word essay: How has capitalism been defined?
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2: Jordan Petersonâ€™s re-heated obscurantism â€“ Not the Science Bit
Submit Public [Letter] to JBP. Jordan Peterson's goal is to strengthen the www.enganchecubano.com person faces
tragedy and www.enganchecubano.com hero's journey justifies the burden of being by pursuing truth, making order out
of chaos.

Contact Notes on my Kavanaugh Tweet This week October 5, , I responded to a Twitter thread consisting of a
conversation between Bret Weinstein, the American biologist and evolutionary theorist who was once before
the controversy a professor at Evergreen College, and his brother Eric Weinstein, Managing Director at Thiel
Capital, and the man who coined the term Intellectual Dark Web: Bret stated his belief that there was no good
way out of the present Kavanaugh conundrum: Not cleared, because it is too late for that, even given the
favorable or at least not damning FBI report. So what if the FBI cleared me, I received the nomination, but
then decided that it might be best for medium- to long-term peace and the good of the country if someone who
shared my views but who had not been contaminated, rightly or wrongly, by the horrors of the nomination
process in question be put forward as a candidate in my stead? Objections to that might include: Perhaps the
Democrat opposition would mount a similar campaign against my putative successor. But that would provide
virtually unassailable evidence for the purely manipulative and political motivation of the accusers, forcing
them to duplicate their strategy a second time. That would help reveal the machinations for what they were, in
a manner that would be virtually undeniable. Perhaps time is of the essence, and there would be no way to
place another candidate of conservative leaning on the bench before the November elections. As they say,
however: Perhaps it is necessary, as an act of patriotism, to sacrifice personal ambition for the broader welfare
of the country. So those were my ideas. And I responded to the Weinsteins in this manner: This made many
people unhappy. Some of themâ€”viewers and listeners positively inclined toward me, by their own
accountâ€”regarded my actions as a betrayal. It was an error for me to use Twitter to express such thoughts,
particularly in the condensed form that Twitter requires. I should have known better not least because I had
already discussed the dangers of Twitter, for example, with my son, who insisted over many months that if I
engage in contentious issues online that I should do so with a longer blog post, and link to that with Twitter. I
should have known better because Twitter appears primarily to be a forum where errors are magnified and
outrage and vitriol almost certain to emerge whenever uncertainty about motive manifests itself. But I have
something approaching a million followers. Do I owe them a certain allegiance? Should I just abandon my
account, or should I try to use it properly, whatever that means? I think it would be safer for me to leave
Twitter and it would almost certainly better for my mental health and ease of mind and conscience. These new
technologies are by no means simple and they are unforgiving. I have benefited greatly from their existence.
Furthermore, he who lives by the swordâ€¦. I conducted a straw poll during the Q and A after my last lecture,
in Colorado Springs, asking my audience to indicate by clapping if I should continue with Twitterâ€”mild
applauseâ€”or cease using itâ€”much louder applause. And these were definitely people who were positively
predisposed to me. Should I take their advice? Here is a sampling of the Twitter responses: A flurry of
responses also emerged on Youtube, from people such as Gad Saad , Owen Benjamin , Karen Straughan , and
Scott Adams , all offering their opinions and reasonably so. A variety of journalists also entered the fray the
people at Breitbart , for example, and The Blaze. Finally, many people who were positively inclined readers,
viewers or listeners prior to this tweet took the opportunity to object to what I had said on YouTube channels
where other video content that featured me had been posted. It takes very much to build a reputation and very
little to destroy it. And so I attempted to clarify what I meant on Twitter: Yesterday, I posted this: And today, I
wrote the present blog post as I indicated I would. Having said all that, I would like also like to point out that I
am not claiming that the opinion I put forwardâ€”the alternative I offeredâ€”is or was correct. I am
accustomed, as a research scientist, to generating hypotheses: In the spirit of noting that I am not necessarily
correct, here is a list of some reasonable objections to my suggestion some of which I had considered prior to
responding, some of which were brought to my attention afterward: These are all valid points, and one or more
of them or even all of them may well constitute the proper basis for forward movement on the part of
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Kavanaugh and the Republicans. I would also say, however, that Kavanaugh compromised himself somewhat
during this process. No doubt this claim will also attract its share of criticism. I also think that he made a
strategic mistake insisting upon the partisan nature of the nomination process even though what he said was at
least in part accurate. Now, no one is perfect, and if perfection is the prerequisite for public office then we are
going to run damn short of politicians and administrators. In closing, I have this to say: I am very glad that I
personally did not have to come to the decision that was formulated by the complex competitive interactions
of the Senate. I am as well very relieved that there exists a viable mechanism to make such decisions. The
entire nomination process was a murky mess, to say the least, at every level of analysis: But it was sorted out
in a legal and fundamentally conventional manner. The Senate voted, as was their right and responsibility. For
better or worse, they are all elected officials and, therefore, valid representatives of the fractured people. If the
majority of citizens affected by this decision feel that they have been ill-served, then they can express their
displeasure as soon as November, and again in The necessary corrections can then be made, difficult as they
may be, if that remains a priority. It might be reasonable for all of us to take a step back and evince some faith
that it has and will continue to function as well as we could hope. Regardless of our faulty, egocentric,
impulsive, ill-informed individual opinions on the matter at hand.
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3: 12 Rules For Life: An Antidote to Chaos - Dr Jordan B Peterson
Building Power Dr. Jordan B. Peterson's 10 Step Guide to Clearer Thinking Through Essay Writing
(www.enganchecubano.comPill) submitted 1 year ago by yyiiii The other day I came across an innocuously titled Word
document Dr. Jordan B. Peterson crafted to help his students write essays.

Jordan Peterson â€” 12 Rules for Life: An Antidote to Chaos is an easy to digest book for everyone on all
walks of life. It is brilliant in that it is a general guideline to hack life. If you are a practical person and just
want a set of guidelines to live by, this is your book. It does not complicate you too much with crazy
theoretical details. This is simply a very practical book on how to orient yourself in this world in the best way
possible. So forget about just focusing on Darwinism, survival of the fittest, and climbing the dominance
hierarchy. These rules are simply traits and characteristics of being a BOSS. Jordan Peterson writes in a clear
and concise manner. There is absolutely no fluff or anything written that is unnecessary or superfluous. For
more theoretical concepts behind the ideas that drive these 12 rules, you should definitely read Maps of
Meaning first. Please see our detailed review here. Stand up straight with your shoulders back This is the first
rule because it is the one that most people are stuck on. Before you can go out and conquer the unknown and
share that knowledge with the world, you have to stand up straight to even be courageous enough to make the
first step out. In other words, be a confident and competent person first and foremost. Rule 2 Treat yourself
like someone you are responsible for helping Jordan Peterson says here that we are much more likely to fill a
prescription for our pets than for ourselves. This is because we are mostly ashamed of ourselves and our
fallacies. Most people cannot even begin to admit to themselves that they need help. So this rule means, learn
to take responsibility for yourself. It is the first step in being able to tackle the unknown. Rule 3 Make friends
with people who want the best for you This is a very self explanatory rule. Surround yourself with people who
genuinely care about you and your goals in life. Rule 4 Compare yourself with who you were yesterday, not
with who someone else is today This is a rule we always tend to break because it is so easy to get into the
game of comparing ourselves. This is a second rate game like the game Cain was playing with God. The real
game is with yourself. You need to be asking yourself how you can conquer the unknown and share that with
the community. Rule 5 Do not let your children do anything that makes you dislike them If your children do
things that make you hate them, you have already failed as a parent. Also, if you dislike your kids, it will show
and will influence their brain and social development. Since you are much bigger and stronger than your kids,
your aggression can really get out of control if you end up hating your kids over something. And this never
leads to good things for your kid. Instead, they need discipline and authority, not a tyrannical mother or father.
Rule 6 Set your house in perfect order before you criticize the world This is a very dark chapter in the book
about mass shootings and serial killers. So I might as well kill innocent people to show how unjust and
arbitrary the world is. Peterson warns us that before you blame misfortunes on the state of being or
randomness, maybe it is your own problem. So clean your room and set yourself up straight first, before you
go around blaming the world for your problems. Rule 7 Pursue what is meaningful not what is expedient This
rule has to do with hedonism and the pursuit of happiness, which is a short term pleasure. But every time you
take short term pleasures, you are essentially robbing from the future. With alcohol and drugs, you expediently
create fun experiences, only to have hangover the next day. There is no such things as free happiness and
pleasure. It all comes as a cost. Instead, pursue what is meaningful in your life, because at least that has
purpose and your driven to wake up everyday. It also includes telling the truth to yourself. You need to tell the
truth because nobody really gets away with lying. If you lie about things, you pay for it with your conscience.
And if you lie to yourself and avoiding your problems, you are just digging a hole for yourself that gets deeper
and deeper. People are smart and can even sense when you are lying to yourself and acting out of character.
Rule 10 Be precise in your speech If you are not precise in your speech, then you are just a set of potential
possibilities. Precise speech gives others a precise reference point. Imprecise speech leaves too much for
interpretation, which can end up disastrous in the world. They are experimenting and doing risky things
because it is part of the process of growing up and becoming adults. If you prevent them from having a best
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friend or stop them from being competent, they will grow up weak and our society will crumble. In general,
orient yourself towards the greatest good in the world and stand up straight while doing it. View on Amazon 7.
An Antidote to Chaos is very well written and gives you a practical guide into how to turn your life around for
the better and just to be a better person overall. These rules are almost a life hack and if you follow them, you
will certainly rise in the dominance hierarchy as a consequence.
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The other day I came across an innocuously titled Word document Dr. Jordan B. Peterson crafted to help his students
write essays. It was dr jordan petersons 10 step guide clearer thinking.

After I repeatedly and at some cost to my own stellar reputation defended controversial Canadian psychologist
Jordan B. Peterson , he goes and does something like this: Something for the anticapitalist environmentalists
to hate https: The "U" is designed to make it sound like an academic organization. The "expert" in this video is
Richard Lindzen, an MIT atmospheric physicist who has made a career of downplaying and nay-saying the
causes and dangers of global climate change. While the consensus that climate change is caused by the
burning of fossil fuels is near-universal among climate scientists, Lindzenâ€”standing nearly alone in the
fieldâ€”disagrees. Lindzenâ€” who also has received money from fossil fuel interestsâ€”is perhaps best known
for his controversial views that climate models grossly overestimate the warming effect of increasing
greenhouse gas concentrations. It all has to do with the issue of climate feedbacks. Feedbacks, as we have
seen, are mechanisms within the climate system that can act either to amplify positive feedback or diminish
negative feedback the warming expected from increasing greenhouse gas concentrations. And he has been
quick to trumpet his claims of newly found negative feedbacks in op-eds, opinion pieces, and public
testimony, arguing time and again that his findings point to an overestimation of warming by models and are
an indication that climate change is an overblown problem. Yet each of his past claims has evaporated under
further scrutiny. For years, Lindzen has argued that hypothesized but as yet unestablished negative feedbacks
in the climate system will offset the very large positive feedbacks arising from increased evaporation of water
into the atmosphere and melting of snow and ice associated with global warming. He has argued that a
doubling of CO2 concentrations will consequently only raise global average temperatures by roughly 1oC and
with zero uncertainty! Yet the diversity of evidence from the paleoclimate and modern climate record suggests
that less than 2oC warming for CO2 doubling is highly unlikely. In , Lindzen argued that a drying and cooling
of the upper troposphere would mitigate global warming but later in effect conceded that further work had
demonstrated that the mechanism he had proposed was not viable. Undeterred, Lindzen claimed to find
evidence for an additional, new negative cloud feedback, this time based on a putative statistical relationship
between tropical sea surface temperatures and satellite measurements of the radiation escaping to space. He
claimed that when the tropics warm up, there are more low reflective clouds, causing more solar radiation to
be returned to space, thus tending to cool the surface. What makes Lindzen so dangerous as an agent of denial
is that he appears to have impressive credentials but his claims about climate change are vacuous and
ill-founded. Lindzen gives them that opportunity. There is something deeply wrong with that. Jordan Peterson,
Richard Lindzen, Donald Trump, and his cronies in government and industry may be happy to stick their
heads in the sand and ignore reality , but climate change is no longer up for debate. We can see and feel it:
Floods, fires, droughts, and other disasters are bigger, more frequent, and more destructive. Go to California,
where deadly, destructive, early season wildfires are now the new normal. Go to Houston or Puerto Rico or
Syria, where drought connected to climate change led to a worldwide humanitarian crisis. Subscribe 48 Katie
Herzog Katie Herzog is a staff writer at The Stranger, where she covers and comments on media, politics, pop
culture, social movements, weed, climate change, free speech, French bulldogs, gender, sex, emotional support
animals, airlines, Amazon, Donald Trump, Twitter mobs, internet hoaxes, wildfires, orcas, bike shares, Alex
Jones, lesbians, the cost of living, conspiracy theories, moral panics, natural disasters, cults, the left, the right,
the middle, podcasts, Jordan Peterson, Fox News, and, occasionally, Seattle. Follow Email More articles Katie
Herzog Katie Herzog is a staff writer at The Stranger, where she covers and comments on media, politics, pop
culture, social movements, weed, climate change, free speech, French bulldogs, gender, sex, emotional support
animals, airlines, Amazon, Donald Trump, Twitter mobs, internet hoaxes, wildfires, orcas, bike shares, Alex
Jones, lesbians, the cost of living, conspiracy theories, moral panics, natural disasters, cults, the left, the right,
the middle, podcasts, Jordan Peterson, Fox News, and, occasionally, Seattle.
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5: Dr Jordan Petersons 10 Step Guide Clearer Thinking - Laszlo Bocks 6 Tips
Jordan B Peterson Verified account @jordanbpeterson U Toronto Psychology Professor. NOTE: RTs/follows are not to
be read unfailingly as endorsements. I sometimes post material with which I do not agree.

After months of hysterical fanboy cheer-leading, it seems like this is the week everyone finally starts having a
go at Jordan. Jordan Peterson is not the first pseudo-intellectual to make big bucks out of textually contorted
trivia. He is not the first to go viral with quick-fix self-help bunkum. He is definitely not the first to marshal
near-incomprehensible verbiage in the enterprise of charismatic intellectual persuasion. He is just the latest in
a long line of charismatic obscurantists, the likes of whom we have seen a thousand times before. It involves
saying stuff in such a way that you can appear to be saying it but not actually saying it at all because the way
you said it ensures that what you said is not exactly what people thought you said when you said it.
Obscurantism is easy when you know how. Meaning is manifestation of the divine individual adaptive path. In
this explanation Peterson uses words that are relatively obscure to describe a different word that is relatively
frequent. I mean that literally. We can check it using the available word-frequency data stored at https: First,
consider the word being defined: Ranked 6,th most common word in English divine: Ranked 4,st most
common word in English adaptive: Ranked 8,th most common word in English This is obscurantism in its
most literal form: As Robinson points out, the reader must work hard to follow what is going on. One can
celebrate the very achievement of having navigated such complexity unscathed. As per pop psychology as a
whole â€” even the stuff with mammoth Flesch-Kincaid scores â€” 12 Rules is little more than an assemblage
of long-winded, long-on-the-record scholarly observations, typically first elaborated upon by other authors
years previously. It is a blended concoction, not a single-malt. Trope-laden scribblings can acquire Biblical
levels of insightfulness when readers are unable to recognise just how tediously derivative they are. Let us
count the ways. Peterson reduces his advice down to twelve principles. You might even consider them twelve
steps.
Moreover,
his
step-by-step
guide
to
better
living
often
betrays
the
life-is-better-experienced-as-a-struggle mentality that characterized the original self-help guides written in the
nineteenth century. For Peterson, the modern world is moving in a wrong direction. Consider this very literal
appeal to conservatism: In the West, we have been withdrawing from our tradition-, religion- and even
nation-centred cultures, partly to decrease the danger of group conflict. But we are increasingly falling prey to
the desperation of meaninglessness, and that is no improvement at all. As a piece of scholarship, such a
statement represents exceptionally weak argumentation. If the first sentence is the premise â€” notably one
unbothered by any evidence â€” then the second sentence is simply a non sequitur. Or you want a warning
against increasing diversity? Our society faces the increasing call to deconstruct its stabilizing traditions to
include smaller and smaller numbers of people who do not or will not fit into the categories upon which even
our perceptions are based. This is not a good thing. Such cant is the exact opposite of progressive liberalism.
Self-help is not a science. Rather, it is a genre focused on telling people that what they are doing is wrong, a
template for imposing a partisan worldview on a straying populace. It is rarely erudite or progressive. Such
advice harks back to an age-old physiognomic view that character and mentality are rooted in physical
robustness. You might anticipate that Peterson refers to posture metaphorically, but actually he means it as a
bio-mechanical reality this is, after all, the notorious chapter that misexplains the evolution of lobsters. Watch
here as he gracelessly drops the s-bomb, implying there exists a proven neurochemical basis for his
kinesiological guidance: So, attend carefully to your posture. Quit drooping and hunching aroundâ€¦Walk tall
and gaze forthrightly aheadâ€¦Encourage the serotonin to flow plentifully through the neural pathways
desperate for its calming influence. In psychology, this kind of stuff comes in many forms, most of it
suspicious. How strange it is that Peterson seems not to have heard. Some cutting-edge thinkers Source:
Peterson, while paradigmatically promiscuous, is at heart an old-fashioned psychoanalytic theorist. Or rather,
he is Jungian, which perhaps is more problematic. How should I put this? Psychoanalysis is not rocket science.
Psychology, however, is a science. His worldview is shaped by psychoanalytic theories that were fashionable
sixty years ago. As if to illustrate, Peterson provides reading lists on his personal website for fans to consult.
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Tellingly, virtually all of them are psychoanalytically based. Virtually none is less than six decades old. But
psychology is a research science in which, each year, , formal publications are produced in scholarly journals
alone. To recommend a reading list dominated by the musings of mid-century Freudians is, well, noticeably
selective. I mean, I am sure there are many excellent algebra textbooks that are fifty years old. It is now
considered unscientific and unreliable by just about everyone except psychoanalysts themselves. It is a fringe
and â€” we must say â€” anachronistic subdiscipline, a type of hermeneutics rather than a science, a field that
represents the interests of an esoteric clique of contrarian academics and therapists. It is a niche affair that
many psychologists feel is not psychology at all. It raises an interesting question: The thrust of 12 Rules is that
there is order and there is chaos. Order is masculine, chaos feminine: Order, the known, appears symbolically
associated with masculinityâ€¦This is perhaps because the primary hierarchical structure of human society is
masculine, as it is among most animalsâ€¦It is because men are and throughout history have been the builders
of towns and citiesâ€¦Order is God the Father, the eternal Judge, ledger-keeper and dispenser of rewards and
punishments. Order is the peacetime army of policemen and soldiers. Andâ€¦ Chaosâ€”the unknownâ€”is
symbolically associated with the feminineâ€¦In its positive guise, chaos is possibility itself, the source of ideas,
the mysterious realm of gestation and birth. In the book and in subsequent media interviews, Peterson has
been at pains to point out â€” albeit far from forthrightly â€” than he believes both order and chaos are
worthwhile. As Robinson puts it: A thirteenth rule for life? Be less like a woman. Individual choice as
empowerment is double-edged; from another angle it begins to resemble victim-blaming. When you tell
someone it is possible to help themselves, you lump them with the responsibility for doing so, for managing
their own quality of life. Self-help is within your grasp; if your life is shitty, you only have yourself to blame.
Victims of discrimination, abuse, or exploitation; people born into inter-generational poverty; those let down
by uncaring, inefficient, and faceless social systems â€” their unhappiness requires more than just a
pull-your-self-together message advising them to stand up straight with their shoulders back. To wit, Rule 6:
Set your house in perfect order before you criticize the world. There you have it. Self-help books are popular
for many reasons. Telling the poor and powerless to help themselves always goes down well the rich and
powerful. It saves us time, money, and guilt. It is replete with jargon, mentions of research, numbers, statistics,
diagrams, citations â€” you know, sciency stuff. But the rigour is not as it might be. One problem relates to
citation over-reach. Often Peterson will make a firm claim, and then provide a citation to past research by way
of corroboration. For example, at one point he says: Two-year-olds, statistically speaking, are the most violent
of people. Anger is one of the most common reasons for crying. Careful analysis of the musculature patterns
of crying children has confirmed this. But the paper cited for this claim does not say this. Rather, the
researchers there point out that, in babies: However, this is not the same as: In fact it is entirely different. The
study actually showed that babies cry as a result of many negative emotions. It is the use of outward
superficialities to convey an impression of science, when what lies beneath falls short of scientific standards.
Pretending to be scientific when not actually being so is the very definition of pseudoscience. Be precise in
your speech. Or how about this as highlighted by Robinson? Law disciplines possibility, and allows the
disciplined individual to bring his or her potentialitiesâ€”those intrapsychic spiritsâ€”under voluntary control.
The law allows for the application of such potentiality to the task of creative and courageous
existenceâ€”allows spiritual water controlled flow into the valley of the shadow of death.
6: Jordan Peterson - 12 Rules for Life: A Detailed Book Review
(Breitbart) Professor Jordan Peterson argued this weekend that Brett Kavanaugh should step down from the Supreme
Court for a "less divisive" nominee to take his place, despite Peterson's.

7: Being a Man of Purpose: A Step Guide â€“ Man with a Purpose
Dr. Jordan Peterson explains the best way to teach critical thinking is to teach proper writing. Dr. Jordan B. Peterson's
10 Step Guide to Clearer Thinking Through Essay Writing Writing Advice from Dr. Jordan Peterson, PhD, University of
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Toronto.

8: Notes on my Kavanaugh Tweet | Jordan Peterson
Jordan Peterson gives advice and a step by step guide to rid social anxiety in the individual. The advice given mirrors a
clinical psychologists approach to acknowledging, identifying, and facing.

9: Dr. Jordan B. Petersonâ€™s 10 Step Guide to Clearer Thinking Through Essay Writing : JordanPeterso
In it, I present 10 clear rules that men should be following in the modern world. This guide will help you build muscle,
lose weight, accomplish your goals, lower stress, and much more. And the best part of all is that it is % free to all my
subscribers.
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